Disruption of Proline Synthesis in Melanoma Inhibits Protein Production Mediated by the GCN2 Pathway
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Abstract

Many processes are deregulated in melanoma cells and one of those is protein production. Although much is known about protein synthesis in cancer cells, effective ways of therapeutically targeting this process remain an understudied area of research. A process that is upregulated in melanoma compared with normal melanocytes is proline biosynthesis, which has been linked to both oncogene and tumor suppressor pathways, suggesting an important convergent point for therapeutic intervention. Therefore, an RNAi screen of a kinase library was undertaken, identifying aldehyde dehydrogenase 18 family, member A1 (ALDH18A1) as a critically important gene in regulating melanoma cell growth through proline biosynthesis. Inhibition of ALDH18A1, the gene encoding pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase (P5CS), significantly decreased cultured melanoma cell viability and tumor growth. Knockdown of P5CS using siRNA had no effect on apoptosis, autophagy, or the cell cycle but cell-doubling time increased dramatically suggesting that there was a general slowdown in cellular metabolism. Mechanistically, targeting ALDH18A1 activated the serine/threonine protein kinase GCN2 (general control nonderepressible 2) to inhibit protein synthesis, which could be reversed with proline supplementation. Thus, targeting ALDH18A1 in melanoma can be used to disrupt proline biosynthesis to limit cell metabolism thereby increasing the cellular doubling time mediated through the GCN2 pathway.

Implications: This study demonstrates that melanoma cells are sensitive to disruption of proline synthesis and provides a proof-of-concept that the proline synthesis pathway can be therapeutically targeted in melanoma tumors for tumor inhibitory efficacy.

Introduction

Melanoma is the deadliest form of skin cancer leading to 75% of skin cancer deaths (1), and mortality rates continue to rise (2). Constitutive activation of the MAPK signaling cascade is one important hallmark of melanoma whereby this pathway leads to increased cell growth and proliferation. Promising drugs have emerged for targeting members of this pathway (3, 4), but recurrent resistant disease develops in nearly every case (5). Although recent melanoma research has focused on the MAPK pathway, other processes driving melanoma development might be equally important for therapeutic intervention. Production of protein is a key to melanoma cell growth, and this process is deregulated to maximize the output of proteins for cellular survival. However, effective approaches to target this process for therapeutic application remain underdeveloped.

Amino acid production can play a key role in cancer cell survival by regulating cellular metabolism. The nonessential amino acid glutamine is an example of an amino acid important to cancer cell proliferation (9); so it could be inferred that proline might be an equally important role in melanoma cell survival (10).

Proline is a nonessential amino acid that is a necessary component of proteins synthesized during mRNA translation (11). Mechanisms to regulate mRNA translation when the cell senses low levels of particular amino acids have been reported (12). The best known sensor of amino acid levels is the mTOR pathway, which is activated by the presence of amino acids, causing the phosphorylated activation of p70S6K and phosphorylated inactivation of 4EBP1 (12). Depletion of certain amino acids, particularly leucine, inactivates the mTOR pathway, preventing phosphorylation of the aforementioned targets, inhibiting initiation factor complex elf4F activity, resulting in decreased initiation of mRNA translation (13).

General control nonderepressible 2 (GCN2) is another sensor of amino acid levels regulating mRNA translation through the ternary complex initiation factor elf2 (14). Four kinases regulate translation initiation through elf2; however, only GCN2 responds to amino acid availability. GCN2 senses low amino acids and phosphorylates the translation initiation factor eIF2α, leading to the inhibition of protein synthesis.

Note: Supplementary data for this article are available at Molecular Cancer Research Online (http://mcr.aacrjournals.org/).
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acid levels by recognizing, and becoming activated by, uncharged tRNAs (15). Translation initiation can proceed when the guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) eIF2B replenishes GDP on eIF2 with GTP (14). The phosphorylation of the α subunit of eIF2 by GCN2 at Ser52 in humans inhibits mRNA translation initiation by causing eIF2 to irreversibly bind to the eIF2B complex, preventing its GEF function (16). Thus, the mTOR and GCN2 pathways play an essential role in cancer cells by monitoring that adequate amino acid levels are present to aid tumor cell survival. Aldehyde dehydrogenase 18 family, member A1 (ALDH18A1) is a gene that encodes A1-pyroline-5-carboxylate synthase (P5CS) that is key to proline and ornithine production (17). P5CS is an ATP- and NAD(P)H-dependent mitochondrial enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of L-glutamate to pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C; ref. 18). In addition to P5CS, pyrrole dehydrogenase (PRODH), pyrrole-5-carboxylate dehydrogenase (P5CDH), and pyrrole-5-carboxylate reductase (PYCR) are essential components of this proline biosynthesis pathway. Enzymes of this pathway have been linked to MYC-driven oncogenesis and the tumor suppressor p53, which may help to regulate cancer development. PRODH, which synthesizes P5C from proline, can serve as a tumor suppressor and its transcription can be controlled by p53 (19, 20). ALDH4A1, the gene encoding P5CDH, synthesizes glutamate from P5C, has also been identified as a p53-inducible gene (21). Furthermore, PRODH, P5CS, and PYCR also have roles in MYC-driven oncogenesis. MYC induces ALDH18A1 in T cells (22), inhibits PRODH expression, and increases P5CS and PYCR expression in Burkitt lymphoma and prostate cancer (23). PYCR mediates the conversion of P5C to proline and has been shown to be upregulated in melanoma (8). Collectively, these reports suggest that tumor suppressors such as p53 can maintain proline degradation, whereas oncogenes such as MYC can promote synthesis. Proline biosynthesis, which requires P5CS enzyme activity, is increased in melanoma cells (8), and is necessary for protein production. This study shows that targeting proline synthesis can be used to inhibit melanoma growth. siRNA-mediated knockdown of ALDH18A1 to decrease P5CS protein levels inhibited tumor development by 60% to 99% and decreased melanoma cell viability up to 90%, which could be partially restored by proline supplementation. Targeting P5CS proline-dependently increased GCN2 and eIF2α phosphorylation, but did not inactivate mTOR as a mechanism to decrease protein synthesis. Thus, the therapeutic targeting of P5CS may be an effective means to inhibit melanoma growth by disrupting the proline biosynthesis pathway and amino acid sensing through GCN2.

**Materials and Methods**

**Cell line and culture conditions**

Normal human FF2441 and Neonatal Fibroblasts (provided by the laboratory of Dr. Craig Myers, Penn State College of Medicine, Hershey, PA) were maintained in DMEM (Thermo HyClone) supplemented with 10% FBS (Thermo Hyclone) and 1× GlutaMAX (Life Technologies). Cancer lines UACC 903 (provided by Dr. Mark Nelson, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ), 1205 Lu (provided by Dr. Meenhard Herlyn, Wistar Institute, Philadelphia, PA), A375M (CRL-1619; ATCC), and C8161 Cl.9 (provided by Dr. Danny Welch, University of Kansas, Kansas City, KS) were grown in DMEM with 10% FBS and 1× GlutaMAX. WM115 and WM278.1 cell lines (provided by Dr. Herlyn, Wistar Institute, Philadelphia, PA) were grown in media #2 (DMEM media supplemented with heat-inactivated FBS, GlutaMAX, and insulin; ref. 24) except for LC-MS studies where they were cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS and 1× GlutaMAX. Normal FOM103 melanocytes (provided by Dr. Herlyn, Wistar Institute, Philadelphia, PA) were grown in DermaLife media (LifeLine Cell Technology) containing LifeFactors DermaLife M (LifeLine Cell Technology) containing heat-inactivated FBS, GlutaMAX, and insulin. Optimized amino acid concentrations was tested individually with concentrations ranging from 0.15625 mmol/L to 20 mmol/L. Optimized amino acid concentrations was tested individually with concentrations ranging from 0.15625 mmol/L to 20 mmol/L. Optimized amino acid concentrations were used for supplementation experiments.

**siRNA transfection studies**

Silencer Select siRNA (Life Technologies) was used in preliminary screening. Duplexed Stealth siRNA (Life Technologies) were used in all subsequent transfection experiments. Sequences are: siScrambled - 5’ UCU CAC GUG ACA CGU UCG GAA U 3’ siALDH18A1 #2 - 5’ ACU ACU UCA AIG CAI AAU UCC AGG U 3’ siALDH18A1 #3 - 5’ ACA CGG AIG UCA UCG UCA CAG AGG A 3’

Transfections to collect protein lysates were performed by incubating 100 pmoles siRNA with 7.5 μl RNAiMAX (Life Technologies) for every 1×10⁶ cells according to the manufacturers’ recommendations. Transfected cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidified, 5% CO₂ atmosphere, incubator for specific length of time. For cells incubated in proline supplemented media, 1.25 mmol/L L-proline (Sigma; for UACC 903, A375M, and FF2441) or 2.5 mmol/L L-proline (for 1205 Lu) was supplemented during transfection and maintained until lystate collection.

**Determination of cell viability**

Cell viability was measured 5 days after transfection using the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium (MTS) assay (Promega). A Cell Proliferation BrdUrd ELISA (Roche) was used to quantify cell proliferation. Five days after transfection, absorbance was measured at 490 nm for the MTS and 370 nm for the BrdUrElisa, using Soft Max Pro software.

To test the effects of amino acid supplementation on cell viability, 1.25 mmol/L or 2.5 mmol/L L-proline, L-ornithine (Sigma), and L-citrulline (Sigma) were added to media. To determine the optimal concentrations of amino acid to use, each was tested individually with concentrations ranging from 0.15625 mmol/L to 20 mmol/L. Optimized amino acid concentrations were used for supplementation experiments.

Cell viability assessed by doubling time was measured via the sulforhodamine B (SRB) colorimetric assay (30). Cells transfected as above were fixed every day for 5 days following staining with SRB (S9012, Sigma) and OD measured. A doubling time calculator from http://www.doubling-time.com was used to estimate growth rate and doubling time using values from days 1 through 4, constituting the exponential growth phase of cells.

Similar to the SRB assay, a Hoechst DNA stain assay was performed to assess cell viability and estimate doubling time via total DNA content (31). Cells transfected as above were fixed and permeabilized every day for 5 days followed by staining with
Figure 1.
P5CS protein levels vary but proline levels are elevated in melanomas. A, diagram of the biosynthetic pathway involving the ALDH18A1 enzyme P5CS; P5CS, δ1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthase; P5C, pyrroline-5-carboxylate; P5CDH, pyrroline-5-carboxylate dehydrogenase; PYCR, pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase; PRODH, proline dehydrogenase; OAT, ornithine aminotransferase. B and C, Western blot analysis comparing P5CS protein levels of melanocytes (FOM103) versus melanoma tumor lysates (B) and melanocytes versus melanoma cell lines (C). Protein band intensity was quantified using ImageJ software and P5CS values normalized to the α-enolase protein loading control and expressed as a percentage of melanocyte control. D, intracellular proline levels measured by LC/MS–MS. Absolute cellular concentration was quantitated by comparison with a norvaline internal control (N = 4). Bars; average, ±SEM. NS, not significant. Cell lines were stratified according to BRAF, PTEN, and NRAS mutational status. WT, wild-type; Hem Del, hemizygous deletion; Mut, mutation; NA, no data available.
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Hoechst 33258 (Life Technologies). Doubling time and growth rate were estimated as with the SRB assay.

Western blotting

Lysates were prepared and electrophoresed on gels as described previously (32). Membranes were probed with primary antibodies following each of the supplier’s recommendations: AKT (#4685), pAKT (S473; #4060), ATG5 (#2630), caspase-3 (#9662), Cleaved PARP (D214; #9541), p-eIF2a (S51; #3398), ERK1/2 (#9102), pERK1/2 (T202/Y204; #9101), GCN2 (#3302), LC3B (#2775), PRAS40 (#2610), pPRAS40 (T246; #2997), and p62 (#5114) from Cell Signaling Technology, and p21 (sc-756), p27 (sc-528), Cyclin D1 (sc-718), α enolase (sc-7455), VDAC1 (sc-8828), and ERK2 (sc-1647) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas). The P5CS primary antibody, ALDH1A1 (NBPI-83324), was purchased from Novus Biologicals (Littleton) and pGCN2 (T899; ab75836) from Abcam. eIF2a and eIF2Be antibodies were kind gifts from Dr. Scott Kimball. Secondary antibodies goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (sc-2004), goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP (sc-2005), and donkey anti-goat IgG-HRP (sc-2020) were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. The immunoblot analyses were developed using ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Scientific) or Supersignal West Femto Chemiluminescent Substrate (Thermo Scientific).

Animal studies

A total of 2 × 10^6 UACC 903 and 1205 Lu cell lines were transfected with 200 pmol siRNA to ALDH1A1 or siScrambled control using RNAiMAX. Sterile, nuclease-free DEPC H2O (EMD Chemicals) was used as the Buffer control. Seventy-four hours after transfection, 1 × 10^5 cells in 0.2 ml DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% GlutaMAX were subcutaneously injected into left and right flanks of 4- to 6-week-old athymic female nude mice. Starting at day 6, tumors were measured every other day, using calipers to determine length, width, and depth to calculate tumor volume.

Protein synthesis analysis

Two or 3 days after transfection, cells were starved of methionine by washing plates with PBS then incubated with methionine-free DMEM for 1 hour. Respective plates were maintained onine by washing plates with PBS then incubated with methionine. For cells incubated with 1.25 or 2.5 mmol/L proline and media changed after 2 days. Next, intracellular proline levels in melanoma cell lines were examined. There was an 8-fold increase in intracellular proline levels compared with melanocytes in all but the C8161 Cl.9 cell line (Fig. 1D). Intracellular glutamate levels, upstream of the proline biosynthesis pathway, were not significantly altered in 6 of 9 melanoma cell lines tested (Supplementary Fig. S2A), which served as a control to show that the increase in proline was not due to an increase in upstream metabolites. Intracellular levels of arginine and citrulline, two amino acids downstream of P5CS, were also significantly increased in the majority of melanoma cell lines compared with melanocytes (Supplementary Figs. S2B and S2C). Collectively, these results suggest that metabolites downstream, but not upstream, of P5CS were increased in melanoma.

siRNA-mediated knockdown of P5CS protein levels decreased intracellular proline to reduce melanoma cell viability

Two independent siRNA targeting different regions of ALDH1A1 mRNA were transfected into multiple melanoma cell lines and normal fibroblast cells. ALDH1A1 siRNA transfection decreased P5CS protein levels by 65% to 77% in UACC 903, 1205 Lu, and A375M melanoma cell lines and normal FF2441 cells (Fig. 2A). Knockdown of ALDH1A1 decreased cell viability in melanoma cell lines by up to 90% but had a statistically insignificant decrease of 20% or less in normal human fibroblasts (Fig. 2B). A BrdUrd ELISA was performed to corroborate the MTS results demonstrating a 63% to 99% decrease in BrdUrd incorporation suggesting that the MTS assay findings were not an artifact from targeting of a mitochondrial aldehyde dehydrogenase (Fig. 2C).

P5CS is involved in the conversion of glutamate to P5C, which is then converted to proline or ornithine (Fig. 1A). When P5CS protein levels were knocked down, no significant change in upstream intracellular glutamate levels occurred (Fig. 2D). In contrast, downstream of P5CS, intracellular proline levels significantly decreased by 66% to 85% upon P5CS protein knockdown (Fig. 2E). Intracellular ornithine levels of all samples were below the level of detection. Downstream of P5CS, ornithine is used for arginine and citrulline synthesis; however, intracellular levels of arginine or citrulline were not significantly altered after ALDH1A1 knockdown (Fig. 2F and G). Collectively, these results suggest that P5CS protein knockdown can decrease intracellular proline production resulting in decreased melanoma cell viability, which was then tested by proline supplementation.

Addition of proline following knockdown of P5CS protein levels can partially restore cell viability

To demonstrate that decreased proline levels affected the proliferative potential of melanoma cells, proline was added to the cell culture media during and after siRNA transfection. Proline supplementation was able to partially or completely restore cell viability following ALDH1A1 knockdown in UACC 903,
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1205 Lu, and A375M melanoma cell lines (Fig. 3), except for siALDH18A1 #2 in 1205 Lu cells. The ineffectiveness of recovery of 1205 Lu cell viability after siALDH18A1 #2 transfection was predicted to be due to a delay in 1205 Lu uptake and use of extracellular proline to restore protein synthesis. Similarly, ornithine supplementation partially or fully restored cell viability after ALDH18A1 knockdown (Supplementary Fig. S3A–S3C). In contrast, supplementation with citrulline did not restore cell viability (Supplementary Fig. S3D). Because proline supplementation led to a partial restoration of the proliferative potential of all except siALDH18A1 #2 in 1205 Lu cells, it appeared that decreased melanoma cell viability was in part due to a depletion of intracellular proline and/or ornithine.

siRNA-mediated inhibition of ALDH18A1 decreased melanoma tumor development

To assess the effect of siRNA-mediated protein knockdown on tumor development, persistent decreased protein levels must be observed by Western blotting for 6 to 8 days in cultured cells per published approaches (33). siRNA knockdown of ALDH18A1 decreased P5CS protein levels for at least 8 days in UACC 903 and 1205 Lu melanoma cells (Fig. 4A). Three days after transfection with siRNA targeting ALDH18A1, UACC 903 or 1205 Lu cells were subcutaneously injected into nude mice, which is the standardized approach for these types of assays (33). Developing tumors were measured on alternate days and tumor development was inhibited by 75% to 99% in UACC 903 cells after 28 days (Fig. 4B) and by 60% in 1205 Lu cells after 24 days (Fig. 4C). P5CS knockdown in tumor lysates were confirmed to day 11 and 13 after injection (Supplementary Fig. S4). This result suggests that disruption of the proline biosynthesis pathway can impair melanoma tumor development.

Mechanistically, knockdown of P5CS protein levels increased cell doubling time

The mechanism by which knockdown of P5CS protein levels inhibit melanoma development is unknown. To dissect the underlying mechanism, assays assessing protein content using an SRB assay or measuring DNA content with Hoechst staining were performed every day up to 5 days following siRNA-mediated knockdown of P5CS protein levels to determine whether growth rate was affected. Growth curves using either approach led to a 60% to 90% reduction in growth by day 5 after siALDH18A1 transfection (Fig. 5A). Calculation of doubling time from both growth curves demonstrated that ALDH18A1 knockdown significantly decreased melanoma cell growth rate by 56% to 96% (Fig. 5B). These data suggest that targeting ALDH18A1 decreased cell viability by impairing cell growth leading to significant increases in cell doubling times.

siRNA knockdown of ALDH18A1 did not modulate typical processes such as apoptosis, cell-cycle arrest, or autophagy to increase doubling time but instead decreased protein synthesis.

The next goal was to identify the mechanism by which P5CS protein knockdown increased cell doubling time and decreased tumor growth. To establish the underlying mechanism, apoptosis and autophagy as well as expression levels of cell-cycle regulators and MAPK pathway signaling proteins were examined in cultured cells following ALDH18A1 knockdown (Supplementary Fig. S5). Levels of proteins serving as indicators of apoptosis or as markers of cell-cycle changes (Supplementary Fig. S5A), autophagy (Supplementary Fig. S5B), and MAPK signaling (Supplementary Fig. S5C) were unchanged following P5CS protein knockdown. Because multiple papers have shown that the proline biosynthesis pathway modulates apoptosis or autophagy through reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation, ROS levels were examined next. Amplex Red and H2DCFDA assays were performed on UACC 903 siALDH18A1-transfected cells and no consistent changes in ROS activity were observed (Supplementary Fig. S6). Next, propidium iodide was used to measure DNA levels in siALDH18A1-transfected cells to determine whether any changes occurred in the cell cycle. ALDH18A1 knockdown did not arrest cells in any cell-cycle phase (Supplementary Fig. S7A). Because no changes in apoptosis, autophagy, or cell-cycle arrest were observed, the possibility of impaired cellular metabolism was examined next. Glycolytic activity was measured using a Seahorse Flux Analyzer. Glycolytic activity significantly decreased upon ALDH18A1 knockdown in UACC 903 cells in a proline-dependent manner (Supplementary Fig. S7B), but this was not observed in 1205 Lu melanoma cells. Collectively, these results suggest that the most common cause of decreased growth rate involving apoptosis, cell-cycle arrest, or autophagy is unaffected by ALDH18A1 knockdown in melanoma, suggesting that cellular metabolic activity is a possible cause of the decreased growth rate. Although effects on metabolism may be cell line dependent, one commonality may be its effect on protein synthesis.

To determine whether ALDH18A1 knockdown inhibited protein synthesis to increase cell doubling time, the methionine analogue azidohomoalanine (AHA) was used to measure the extent of new protein synthesis (34). Knockdown of ALDH18A1 decreased protein synthesis in UACC 903, A375M, and 1205 Lu melanoma cell lines (Fig. 5C). To demonstrate protein synthesis was affecting the proliferative potential and doubling time of melanoma cells, proline was added to determine whether it could reverse the effect. Protein synthesis was partially restored by supplementation of proline to cell media in UACC 903 cells by day 3 (Fig. 5C) and 1205 Lu cells by day 8 (Fig. 5C) and completely restored in A375M cells by day 2 (Fig. 5C). Timing of protein synthesis recovery was predicted to be variable due to differences in activity of proline

Figure 2.

siRNA-mediated knockdown of P5CS protein levels decreased intracellular proline levels and reduced cultured melanoma cell viability. A, siRNA targeting ALDH18A1 or a scrambled control was transfected into UACC 903, 1205 Lu, and A375M melanoma cell lines and F2441 fibroblast cells. Protein expression was assessed via Western blotting. ERK1/2 was used as a protein loading control. Protein band intensity was quantified using ImageJ software and P5CS values normalized to the ERK2 control and expressed as a percentage of siScrambled control. B and C, siRNA targeting ALDH18A1 or a scrambled control was transfected into fibroblast or melanoma cell lines and cell viability measured by MTS assay (B) and cell proliferation assessed by a BrdUrd ELISA (C; N ≥ 3). Bars; average, ±SEM. D-G, UACC 903, 1205 Lu, and A375M melanoma cells were transfected with siRNA targeting ALDH18A1 or a scrambled control. LC/MS–MS was used to quantify intracellular levels of glutamate (D), proline (E), arginine (F), and citrulline (G). Values were normalized to a norvaline internal control and expressed as a percentage of the siScrambled control (N = 4). Bars; average, ±SEM.
metabolism and regulation of translation initiation between the different cell lines. For 1205 Lu cells, proline supplementation did not affect protein synthesis by day 5 (Supplementary Fig. S8), but by day 8 protein synthesis levels were restored (Fig. 5C), suggesting delayed recovery for this cell line. Collectively, these data suggest that impairment of proline biosynthesis decreased protein synthesis, consequently affecting the proliferative potential of melanoma cells leading to an increased cell doubling time.

GCN2 and eIF2\*a were activated, but mTOR was not inactivated, upon P5CS knockdown in melanoma cells

Amino acid availability sensing by a cell can occur through recognition of uncharged aminoacyl-tRNAs by GCN2 (Fig. 6A; ref. 15), which can modulate mRNA translation. A decrease in amino acids increases levels of uncharged tRNA, which causes the autophosphorylation of GCN2. It in turn phosphorylates eIF2\*, which blocks eIF2B to shut down protein synthesis (16). To determine whether the GCN2 pathway was activated following knockdown of P5CS protein levels, protein levels of key pathway members regulating this process, such as GCN2 and eIF2\*, and the protein’s phosphorylation states were examined in the melanoma cell lines and compared with the response in normal fibroblasts. Because activation of the GCN2 pathway is dependent on the timing of amino acid depletion following transfection, lysates were collected after 48 and 96 hours for analysis. At 48 hours, P5CS knockdown increased GCN2 phosphorylation at T899 in 1205 Lu and UACC 903 melanoma cell lines by approximately 500% and 300%, respectively, and eIF2\* phosphorylation at S52 in 1205 Lu and A375M cell lines by 500% and 200%, respectively (Fig. 6B and C). By 96 hours, total eIF2\* protein levels were elevated in UACC 903 and 1205 Lu cells by approximately 200%. Furthermore, by 96 hours, phospho-eIF2\* protein levels were elevated in UACC 903 cells by approximately 200% and in 1205 Lu cells by approximately 400%. Both total and phospho-eIF2\* were unchanged in A375M. Importantly, at neither 48 nor 96 hours after transfection did P5CS knockdown increase GCN2 or eIF2\* protein levels of key pathway members regulating this process, such as GCN2 and eIF2\*, and the protein’s phosphorylation states were examined in the melanoma cell lines and compared with the response in normal fibroblasts. Because activation of the GCN2 pathway is dependent on the timing of amino acid depletion following transfection, lysates were collected after 48 and 96 hours for analysis. At 48 hours, P5CS knockdown increased GCN2 phosphorylation at T899 in 1205 Lu and UACC 903 melanoma cell lines by approximately 500% and 300%, respectively, and eIF2\* phosphorylation at S52 in 1205 Lu and A375M cell lines by 500% and 200%, respectively (Fig. 6B and C). By 96 hours, total eIF2\* protein levels were elevated in UACC 903 and 1205 Lu cells by approximately 200%. Furthermore, by 96 hours, phospho-eIF2\* protein levels were elevated in UACC 903 cells by approximately 200% and in 1205 Lu cells by approximately 400%. Both total and phospho-eIF2\* were unchanged in A375M. Importantly, at neither 48 nor 96 hours after transfection did P5CS knockdown increase GCN2 or eIF2\*.
phosphorylation in normal human fibroblasts FF2441 (Fig. 6C), suggesting that the effect observed was specific to the melanoma cells.

mTOR is another nutrient sensor able to detect amino acid availability (13). To determine whether the mTOR pathway was altered by decreased proline levels mediated by P5CS knockdown, protein levels and phosphorylation states of downstream targets of mTOR were examined. mTOR directly phosphorylates and activates p70S6K (12) but knockdown of P5CS did not alter p70S6K phosphorylation (Supplementary Fig. S9). mTOR also phosphorylates, to inactivate, 4EBP1 (12). Knockdown of P5CS decreased unphosphorylated α and β 4EBP1 bands, and increased phosphorylated, active, γ band (Supplementary Fig. S9). Thus, p70S6K and 4EBP1 phosphorylation statuses act as controls to demonstrate the specificity of the effect of P5CS knockdown to mediate signaling through the GCN2 pathway. Collectively, these results suggest that disruption of P5CS activity leads to activation of the GCN2 pathway to inhibit mRNA translation, without inactivation of mTOR.

Proline supplementation of melanoma cells in which P5CS has been knocked down reversed effects on the GCN2 pathway

To demonstrate that the effects on the GCN2 pathway could be reversed by proline supplementation following P5CS knockdown, protein levels and phosphorylation states in cells grown in media supplemented with proline were examined. Proline supplementation of melanoma cells in which P5CS had been knocked down prevented phosphorylation of eIF2α in A375M or UACC 903 cells and prevented an increase in total eIF2α protein levels in UACC 903 (Fig. 7). Although proline supplementation did not prevent increased total or phospho-eIF2α in 1205 Lu, it reduced the increase from approximately 500% to 190% by 48 hours (Fig. 7). Thus, proline supplementation reduced GCN2 pathway activation following P5CS protein knockdown.
Discussion

High levels of protein synthesis are key to meet the high proliferative rates of cancer cells, suggesting that this process could be therapeutically targeted. This report demonstrates that disrupting proline biosynthesis can impair protein synthesis to inhibit melanoma tumor development. This is the first report to demonstrate that targeting P5CS, a protein necessary for proline biosynthesis, can significantly decrease melanoma tumor development. P5CS knockdown depleted intracellular proline levels to increase cell doubling time mediated by decreased protein synthesis. Although mTOR senses amino acid sufficiency and GCN2 responds to amino acid insufficiency, this study shows that only the GCN2 pathway responded to proline depletion in melanoma cells.

No trend in P5CS protein expression in melanoma cell lines or tumor lysates compared with melanocytes was observed in this study. This contradicts a previous report that found higher P5CS levels in melanomas (8). However, both studies reported increased intracellular proline levels in melanoma cells irrespective of mutational status. Although both studies focused on BRAF-mutant cell lines, it is conceivable that a similar phenomenon occurs in wild-type BRAF cell lines, because these cell lines also contain elevated proline levels. Depletion of proline by P5CS...
Knockdown did not cause cell death or cell-cycle arrest, but slowed the growth rate of cells by increasing cell doubling times. Cell-doubling time increased by at least 2.5 times because cells were simply growing more slowly. This is conceivable because protein synthesis is required for cell growth (35) and heavily relied upon for cancer cell survival (36). Therefore, short-term knockdown could reduce protein synthesis because of a reduced nutrient supply without inducing autophagy or apoptosis. Long-term knockdown of P5CS might activate an autophagic response in an attempt to replenish depleted amino acids (37), but this was not investigated in this study. Other groups have found that disruption of proline biosynthesis at other enzymatic steps of the pathway caused apoptosis and autophagy. For instance, over-expressing PRODH induced apoptosis through the mitochondrial and death receptor pathways (38, 39) and downregulated COX-2, EGFR, and Wnt/β-catenin pathways (19). Induction of apoptosis was dependent on ROS generation (39, 40), but no effect on ROS was observed in this study. A possible explanation is that targeting different enzymes in the proline biosynthesis pathway has variable effects on cells because each enzyme could uniquely affect its associated metabolites. Alternatively, there could be intrinsic differences of proline biosynthesis disruption in melanoma versus other cancer types.

Possible side effects to therapeutically targeting P5CS would need to be investigated. P5CS is a component of the proline biosynthesis pathway, and as such, is also needed for normal tissue functioning. mRNA levels of ALDH18A1 are expressed at high levels in the pancreas, kidney, testis, and ovary (17). Defects in P5CS can cause congenital disorders such as hypoprolinemia, hypoornithinemia, hypocitrullinemia, hypoargininemia and hyperammonemia, neurodegeneration, and connective tissue anomalies (18, 41, 42). It would be important to...
determine whether these phenotypes occur when targeting P5CS or whether the phenotypes are the result of early developmental problems. Targeting a therapy directly to tumors could alleviate possible side effects. In addition, because intracellular proline levels are elevated in melanomas, a therapeutic window may exist, whereby decreasing proline biosynthesis would impair cancer cell growth disproportionately to that of normal cells. A P5CS-targeting drug should also not disrupt the functioning of other ALDH family members, which might be required for normal physiologic processes.

Targeting P5CS could impair proline and ornithine synthesis because both use P5C as a precursor. Proline and ornithine supplementation partially restored cell viability following P5CS knockdown. Ornithine can have multiple fates: being used in the urea cycle to remove ammonia (43), converted to proline through ornithine aminotransferase (OAT; ref. 44), or converted to polyamines via ornithine decarboxylase (45). Ornithine supplementation might have the same effect as proline supplementation because ornithine can be converted to proline via OAT and PYCR. The ornithine supplementation effect did not appear to be mediated by its effect on the urea cycle because knockdown of P5CS did not decrease arginine or citrulline levels, both of which are members of the urea cycle. Furthermore, citrulline supplementation did not alter cell viability after P5CS knockdown compared with addition of proline and ornithine. The ornithine supplementation effect is also not from ornithine-specific effects on polyamines because supplementing media with various polyamines did not affect cell viability after P5CS knockdown (data not shown).

Proline supplementation only partially restored viability and protein synthesis of UACC 903 and 1205 Lu melanoma cells. In 1205 Lu cells, proline supplementation did not restore protein synthesis at all until 8 days after transfection, possibly explaining why restoration of cell viability from proline in this cell line was minimal. This could have occurred because GCN2 was still activated. It is conceivable that 1205 Lu cells do not internalize extracellular proline as efficiently as the other cell lines. Alternatively, it is possible that this cell line will not internalize nonessential nutrients like proline until after nutrient stress, like GCN2 activation, ensues. It is also possible that knockdown of P5CS affects more processes than just protein synthesis.

Impairment of amino acid biosynthesis can have multiple effects in addition to protein production due to links between protein synthesis and other metabolic processes. For instance, proline biosynthesis not only regulates protein production, but is also linked to glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) through the proline cycle (10, 46, 47). Oxidation of NAD(P)H to NAD(P)⁺ by PYCR can be used by glycolysis or the PPP. Although glycolysis was responsive to proline availability in UACC 903 cells, this did not occur in other cell lines, suggesting that although all melanoma cell lines activated the GCN2 pathway upon inhibition of proline biosynthesis, other unidentified cell line-specific effects may explain this variability. Each cell line is unique and may differ in particular metabolic activities such as how closely proline biosynthesis is tied to glycolysis or the PPP.

Cellular responsiveness to proline synthesis inhibition could vary due to differences in the kinetics of cellular metabolism. Sensing amino acid levels through the amino acid response (AAR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>siRNA:</th>
<th>UACC 903 + proline 96 h</th>
<th>1205 Lu + proline 48 h</th>
<th>1205 Lu + proline 96 h</th>
<th>A375M + proline 48 h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scram</td>
<td>ALDH12F2 ALDH1F2</td>
<td>pGCN2,ERK2</td>
<td>pGCN2,GCN2</td>
<td>P5CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>107.4</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>125.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>154.0</td>
<td>119.6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>197.7</td>
<td>145.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>119.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>149.1</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>149.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>158.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>117.1</td>
<td>126.6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.
Proline supplementation during P5CS protein knockdown suppressed GCN2 activation. Melanoma cell lines UACC 903, 1205 Lu, and A375M were transfected with siRNA-targeting ALDH18A1 or a scrambled control siRNA. Cells were maintained in 1.25 mmol/L (UACC 903, A375M) or 2.5 mmol/L (1205 Lu) proline media for 48 or 96 hours before collecting protein lysates. Western blotting compared phosphorylated with total protein levels. Protein band intensity was quantified using ImageJ software, normalized to ERK2 loading control, and expressed as a percentage of the scrambled siRNA blot intensity.
can cause autophosphorylation of GCN2 at T899 whenever uncharged tRNAs are detected (15). This in turn activates GCN2 kinase activity allowing the phosphorylation of eIF2α (48). Normally, the guanine nucleotide exchange factor eIF2B exchanges GDP with GTP on eIF2α enabling protein synthesis (49). However, when eIF2α is phosphorylated at Ser52, it becomes a competitive inhibitor of eIF2B, preventing GEF activity and inhibiting mRNA translation (50, 51). Activation of this process depends on the timing of amino acid depletion. In this study, siRNA was used to deplete P5CS protein levels, which decreased proline biosynthesis, leading to depletion of intracellular proline levels. This process is therefore dependent on the half-life of P5CS, siRNA transfection efficiency, and proline turnover. Thus, timing of this sequential process will vary dependent on the cell line, which alters the timing of GCN2 pathway activation and protein synthesis inhibition.

GCN2 pathway activation requires eIF2α phosphorylation to enable inhibition of mRNA translation initiation and thus, protein synthesis inhibition. In this study, P5CS knockdown increased eIF2α phosphorylation and total eIF2α protein levels by 96 hours in UACC 903 and 1205 Lu cells. Even though absolute levels of phosphorylated eIF2α increased, relative proportion of eIF2α phosphorylation compared with total eIF2α protein levels did not change. Thus, cells may only need an increase in absolute phosphorylated eIF2α levels rather than a relative increase in eIF2α phosphorylation. Because total protein levels of eIF2α were unchanged upon P5CS knockdown, an absolute increase in phosphorylated eIF2α appears to be sufficient to bind and inhibit all eIF2α complexes. The increase in total eIF2α protein levels could be explained by binding of eIF2α to eIF2B causing increased protein stability.

GCN2 pathway activation and mTOR-dependent regulation of the eIF4F complex both regulate mRNA translation initiation; however, only the GCN2 pathway was affected when proline synthesis was disrupted in melanoma cells. mRNA translation initiation can be disrupted when 4E-BP1 binds to eIF4E, a subunit of eIF4F (52). However, mTOR can override inhibition by phosphorylating and inactivating 4E-BP1 (53). When 4E-BP1 becomes phosphorylated, it migrates to a higher molecular weight on polyacrylamide gels (54). Thus, the low band, α, is active 4E-BP1 and the high band, γ, is inactive 4E-BP1. P5CS knockdown decreased the active α 4E-BP1 bands while increasing the γ 4E-BP1 inactive bands, which is counterintuitive to what should be occurring with the decrease in protein synthesis. This likely can be explained by an increase in intracellular amino acids. With protein synthesis inhibited, an accumulation of amino acids would ensue. Indeed, protein synthesis inhibition using several protein synthesis inhibitors can activate mTOR signaling (55, 56). Thus, inhibition of mRNA translation initiation by GCN2 activation could cause the accumulation of amino acids, resulting in 4E-BP1 phosphorylation.

In conclusion, this report suggests that targeting P5CS inhibits proline synthesis leading to decreased protein production mediated by the GCN2 pathway. Knockdown of P5CS decreased intracellular proline levels, leading to impaired tumor growth and increased cellular doubling time. P5CS knockdown activated the GCN2 pathway with a corresponding decrease in protein synthesis, both of which could be partially restored by proline supplementation. Thus, results of this study suggest that proline has a significant role in cancer development and reliance of cells on this amino acid can be exploited to therapeutically target melanoma cells.
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